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Summary
1.
Professor Wei Lai is the medical director, responsible for liver transplants here. He’s
the director.
2.
Investigator: From getting registered, getting on the waiting list, getting the tissue
typing done, to the transplant surgery--if all these go smoothly, do you think there is such a
hope or chance to have the surgery done in a month？
Nurse: Anyway, there are fast cases. There are such fast cases as you just said! However, you
still need to ask the professor about your case.
Translation
Investigator: Hello? Hello?
Nurse: Hello?
Investigator: Hi, How are you? Uh, how are you? Is this the Hepatic Surgery of Tongji
Hospital of Huazhong University of Science and Technology?
Nurse: Ah, no, this is not. Are you looking for Hepatic Surgery?
Investigator: Ah. What is this? This is Liver Transplant, right?
Nurse: You want to have a liver transplant?
Investigator: Ah, right, right.
Nurse: (You want) to register for a transplant. Is that what you mean?
Investigator: Right, right, right.

Nurse: Ah, ah. You need first to come to our hospital. Come to look for Professor Wei Lai.
He is in Liver Transplant. He...he sees the outpatients each Monday, each Monday afternoon.
You...you make an appointment for a specialist with Wei Lai, and go see Professor Wei at the
outpatient clinic.
Investigator: Oh.
Nurse: Wei Lia and Chen Zhong are both okay. You...you need to make an appointment with
a specialist.
Investigator: Wang Shao...Wang Shaofa, and also that…Zhang Wan, Zhang Wanguang--these
two directors, are they here?
Nurse: Zhang Wanguang, Professor Zhang Wanguang, is also in Hepatic Surgery, not in our
transplant center.
Investigator: Ah, Hepatic Surgery...
Nurse: Professor Wang Shaofa is in our transplant (center). You can also make an
appointment with him.
Investigator: As for Wang, Professor Wang Shaofa and Wei Lai, Professor Wei Lai, they both
should have very good technical skills. Well, relatively speaking, whose skills are more...I
mean, more outstanding? About that...about that, can you provide a little bit of a comment?
Nurse: You come see Professor Wei Lai. Professor Wei Lia is the deputy medical director.
Investigator: Professor Wei is also a surgeon, right?
Nurse: Both are surgeons. It’s just…just that Professor Wei Lai is the medical director, and
he takes more responsibilities for the liver transplants here.
Investigator: Ah, I just hope to find the best surgeon to...to do the operation. I mean...
Nurse: Yes. Yes. I understand what you mean. I do understand what you mean!
Investigator: Ah, then, then that means...
Nurse: You just come to see Professor Wei.
Investigator: Right, right. That means the quality needs to be guaranteed, right?
Nurse: You just come find Professor Wei, and then come to get registered.
Investigator: From getting registered and getting onto the waiting list, getting the tissue

typing done, to the transplant surgery--if all these go smoothly, do you think there is such a
hope or chance to have the surgery done in a month？If everything goes smoothly? Ah, in
other words...
Nurse: Anyway, there are fast cases as well. There are such fast cases as you just said.
However, we cannot...cannot say that or guarantee anything for you, as we’re not sure about
that. As for what you’re asking now, I can only tell you that there are those kinds of
scenarios, but regarding the specific situation of each patient, you still need to ask the
professor.
Investigator: Is there a phone number for Professor Wei’s office? For the office of Professor
Wei, do you have his number, his office number?
Nurse: 83665383. You call this number! Professor Wei Lai.
Investigator: Okay. Thank you. Bye!
Nurse: Ah, bye.
Investigator: Bye.

